
Tracy Cooper 

Much like when Dorothy finds out who the wizard really is, this year’s winner is 

someone who works diligently behind the scenes to make sure the food service 

department serves healthy, fun and nutritious meals. She has to continually walk 

a tightrope while balancing student concerns, parent concerns and adhere to 

stringent guidelines set out by local, state and national regulations. This year’s 

Santa Rosa County Food Service Employee of the Year is Tracy Cooper.  

Tracy works in a sandbox whose size and dimensions are defined by everyone else 

but her. At times the sandbox is made smaller and sometimes she has her sand 

taken away. But no matter how much you take from her the results are always 

the same, she still builds a sandcastle of such intricate design and complexity that 

you would never know anything was ever missing. Every grain of sand has its 

place and is made part of the greater whole resulting in a piece of work that’s a 

marvel to behold. She takes the most complex of regulations that govern our 

department and distills it into manageable bites making our jobs easier. 

Throughout any given day you can hear Tracy on the phone answering questions 

about student menus, caloric intakes, orange colored vegetables, and the amount 

of nutrients in a meal. She knows it all and she answers it all with a smile. Tracy is 

one of the first people you’ll meet if you come to visit the Food Service Office. The 

next person you meet will be the large jar of chocolate that hangs out on her 

desk. This makes her the most approachable person in the department and the 

best dietician ever.  

When asked about Tracy, her coworkers unanimously agreed that her most 

laudable quality is her dependability. Despite all the work she does behind her 

computer screen on menus and nutrition, she still makes the time to be there for 

the employees at the schools she oversees. At times you might even mistake her 

for one of staff for all the work she does at her school sites. The employees love 

her for it, and our department is better for it. Tracy embodies our attitude of 

Servant Leadership. 


